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ABSTRACT: Nowadays internet is a global medium to transfer the data over communication channel. Rich growth of 
multimedia application in the internet is the motivation for researchers to contribute in the area of multimedia data 
security. Various cryptographic techniques can be applied to secure the simplest form of multimedia data (text data) but 
not appropriate for multimedia data having large file size. Selective encryption is a mechanism to effectively increase 
the fastness of transmission and to decrease the computational requirements for large amount of multimedia data. In 
this paper, we have proposed new mechanism for security of compressed images using RC6 cryptographic algorithm 
together with selective image encryption. Selection of image parts is based on AC and DC coefficients of DCT 
applying in the whole image. After analysing we conclude that our system is strong against statistical attacks. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
In the field of cryptography, secure image transfer is achieved by using strong encryption techniques like DES, 3DES, 
AES and many more. The encryption of full image using these techniques is complex and time consuming. An 
effective recent trend is to minimize the computational complexity for securing multimedia data is called selective 
encryption where only selected parts of the data are encrypted. Selective encryption aims at avoiding the encryption of 
all bits of a digital image and yet provides a secure transmission. Selective encryption approach reduces the overhead 
of encrypting the non-sensitive areas [15]. This technique is very useful to protect the most important parts of images 
like the face or other sensitive information carrying parts like medical images. 
Majority of traditional algorithms are basically used for encryption of text data; however they do not fit for the 
multimedia data particularly images due to their huge size. Furthermore, decrypted text result should be similar to the 
original text, while decrypted image is not required to be similar with original image. Image encryption algorithms can 
be categorized into full encryption and partial encryption (also called selective encryption) based on the sum of 
encrypted data. According to the percentage of the encrypted data, unfortunately, the time for processing of encryption 
and decryption is the main concern in real-time image communication. Time can be categorized into two levels, one for 
encryption time and another for time for transferring images. The first step is to choose a robust, fast and easy method 
to implement in order to reduce the time. Encryption and decryption algorithms are not fast enough to deal with the 
enormous amount of transmitted data. A significant criteria relating to the method is to decrease the image encryption 
size and maintain quality of the image. Partial Encryption is a suitable method to encrypt only the lowest portion of 
data to lessen the computational requirements of enormous amounts of multimedia data [11]. On the other hand, the 
traditional full encryption algorithms are used to completely encrypt an image and treat all bits similarly; it has greater 
computational complexity than partial encryption. Furthermore, it takes more time in comparison with partial 
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encryption. Selective encryption is a technique to save computational power, overhead, speed, time and to provide 
quick security. Therefore, multimedia data needs either a full or selective encryption according to requirements of the 
application. For instance, applications of military and law enforcement need full encryption. Nevertheless, there is a 
range of spectrum applications that require lower security levels, as in medical images that are attained by partial 
encryption [4][14]. In the region based selective encryption, selection of region of interest is done manually or 
automatically based on the application [6]. Furthermore, the automatic selection can be of two types; block selection or 
pixel selection [18]. Selective encryption scheme generate the key before starting the process of encryption and 
decryption, rather than storing it. In secure communication, key generation phase has many challenges and this problem 
can be solved if the sender and the receiver share the key in any other form or if they generate the keys readily during 
encryption and decryption separately [3]. 
The DCT transform the data from the spatial domain to the frequency domain. The spatial domain can give us an idea 
about the amplitude of the color as we move through space. The frequency domain explains that the amplitude of the 
color is varying fast from one pixel to the other pixel in an image data [9]. DCT separates images into parts of different 
frequencies where less important frequencies are discarded through quantization and important frequencies are used to 
retrieve the image during decompression. DCT is primarily a lossy method of compression. It was designed specifically 
to discard the information that the human eye cannot easily see. Slight changes in color are not perceived well by the 
human eye, while slight changes in intensity (light and dark) are [7].  
 

 
Fig. 1. The Forward 2D-DCT Transformation. 

 
The image is divided into N×N pixel blocks and 2D-DCT is applied to each. After DCT transformation, the “DC 
coefficient” is the element in the upper most left corresponding to (0, 0) and the rest coefficients are called “AC 
coefficients [8]. Figure 1 shows the general equation for 2D-DCT where F(u,v) denotes the DCT coefficient in any 
particular row and column of the DCT matrix. 

 
 

Fig. 2. The Inverse 2D-DCT Transformation. 
 
The equation for inverse 2D-DCT is shown in figure 2 which is simply F-1(u,v). Compared to other input dependent 
transforms, DCT has many advantages [7]:  

1. It has been implemented in single integrated circuit.  
2. It has the ability to pack most information in fewest coefficients.  
3. It minimizes the block like appearance called blocking artifact that results when boundaries between sub-

images become visible.  
4. It is widely accepted standard by Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG), a standards committee that had its 

origins within the International Standard Organization (ISO). 
The majority of the selective encryption schemes encrypt a selected number of DC or AC coefficients for JPEG images, 
when the image is transformed into the frequency domain using discrete cosine transform [17]. In JPEG compressed 
images, there are many techniques that were developed to encrypt parts of JPEG compressed images. One technique 
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suggested encrypting some of the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) coefficients in each N×N blocks. The first value of 
the DCT coefficients matrix is called the DC coefficient, and the rest are called AC coefficients. The unencrypted high-
frequency coefficients provide little information about the original N×N blocks. However, when the image blocks are 
considered together, the unencrypted high frequency coefficients often show outlines of objects in the image. An 
alternative technique is to encrypt the bits that indicate the sign and magnitude of nonzero AC coefficients. Since they 
are highly predictable, the DC coefficients are left unencrypted [13]. 
RC6 (Rivest cipher 6) is one of the algorithms of a fully parameterized family of encryption algorithms. RC6 is 
specified as RC6-w/r/b where w is the word size in bits, r denotes the number of rounds and b denotes the length of the 
encryption key in bytes. RC6 proper has a block size of 128 bits and supports key sizes of 128, 192, and 256 bits.  
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Working of Standard RC6. 
 

RC6 works with four w-bit registers A, B, C, D which contain the initial input plain-text as well as the output cipher-
text at the end of encryption. The first byte of plaintext or cipher-text is placed in the least-significant byte of A, the last 
byte of plaintext or cipher-text is placed into the most-significant byte of D [10]. The working of standard RC6 
algorithm is shown in figure 3. 

II. RELATED WORK 
 

In the previous years the existing cryptographic algorithms are used for the selective encryption of compressed images. 
In this section we are going to discuss some of the recent studies regarding selective image encryption.  
Sapna Sasidharan and Jithin R [1] proposed a methodology in the year 2010 in which they used DCT with RC4 stream 
cipher. They first decomposed the image into 8×8 blocks and DC and some AC coefficients are selected for selective 
encryption. For better security they used shuffling of blocks. They concluded that their methodology is resistant to 
statistical attacks because of the different shapes of histograms of encrypted and decrypted images and improves image 
quality because PSNR values of the different encrypted images are low as compared to the decrypted images. 
Belazi Akram, Benrhouma Oussama, Hermassi Houcemeddine and Belghith Safya [13] proposed a methodology in the 
year 2014 for selective encryption in which they used DCT with AES block cipher. They also use 8×8 image 
decomposition of original image and selection of DC and some AC coefficients for selective encryption. They 
performed some statistical experiments and concluded that their methodology is strong enough against attacks. 
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Priyanka Agrawal and Manisha Rajpoot [14] proposed matrix or grid division method in the year 2012 for selective 
encryption. The basic idea of their work is selection of image parts by arranging the bit stream in grid form and 
choosing the diagonal of the grid. They found their work suitable for real time applications because of the properties 
like uncertain segmentation of multimedia data by reducing the encrypted data volumes and protection of the data in a 
reasonable computational cost. 
Pramod Kumar and Pushpendra Kumar Pateriya [16] proposed their work in the year 2012 in which they used RC4 
enrichment algorithm for selective image encryption based on new KSA and PRGA algorithm process, the two stages 
inside the RC4 algorithm. The result shows that selective image encryption takes less time than the full image 
encryption and the proposed methodology ensures good security. 
 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
 

To enhance the security of image over communication channel RC6 is applied in addition to selective image encryption 
technique. In the proposed methodology, the original image is first encrypted by selective image encryption using DCT. 
In DCT, decomposition of the image into blocks is performed first and then the blocks are transformed from the spatial 
domain to the frequency domain. The DCT block is now scanned in zigzag order from the bottom- left to the 
top- right for generating the coefficient sequence ordered from the highest frequency to the lowest 
frequency.  
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Block Diagram of Proposed Methodology 
 

The DCT block’s energy is denoted by the first coefficient, and rest of the coefficients denotes detailed 
information in this coefficient sequence. After this we apply the RC6 block cipher in the selected DCT 
components and we get encrypted image. The original image is recovered by IDCT, shuffling and selective decryption 
where shuffling is a part of DCT and IDCT. The steps for proposed methodology are shown in figure 4.  

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
The proposed methodology is implemented using the MATLAB R2012a. The image of lena is used to show the result 
images in grayscale. However, we can also show the result images in RGB color images. The performance analysis for 
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our proposed methodology is measured using the Histogram Analysis. An image histogram is a representation of tonal 
variations and the number of pixels in any particular tone.  

 
 

Fig. 5. Selective image encryption. 
 
Figure 5 shows the selective image encryption of our proposed method. The left side image is the original image and 
the right side image is selectively encrypted image. We are applying the selective image encryption on the whole image. 
It is clear from the figure that only some parts of image is encrypted and other parts are not encrypted. 
 

 
 

 Fig. 6. Experimental Result. 
 

Figure 6 shows the graphical user interface of the proposed method in which five axis and five corresponding buttons 
are created for original image, transformed image (DCT), encrypted image, reverse transformed image (R DCT) and 
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the Decrypted Image. Here image of lena is selected to show the changes in image while pressing the different buttons. 
The buttons are pressed in an order from top-left to the bottom right. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. Histogram plot 
 

The histogram plot between original and decrypted image is shown in figure 7. It is clear that both the histogram plots 
are different from each other. Histogram analysis is carried out to show that the encrypted image is resistant to 
statistical attacks.  

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

Various efforts have been applied by different authors in the field of selective image encryption of images and different 
methodologies have their individual merits. But in existing techniques, image encryption ratio is less and provides less 
security. The proposed methodology is intended to improve the existing encryption algorithms for compressed images.  
Result of histogram analysis shows the robustness of the methodology against statistical attacks. However, the 
proposed methodology could still be further improved in certain aspects. For instance, RC6 can be applied 
with region based selective image encryption like manual selection of region of interest area or multiple selective 
regions cryptography. Therefore, the future work focuses on applying this methodology with different types of 
selection criteria of image parts for encryption. DCT is basically a lossy compression technique so our methodology is 
suitable in the fields where image data loss is acceptable. 
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